Lifetime Maintenance Club Package
Purchase a Lifetime Oil Change Package on your vehicle and never pay
for an oil change as long as you own the vehicle!
Fight inflation, as the price of oil and parts increase it will not for you! Gain Peace
of Mind! And know your vehicle is being looked over so you can maximize
reliability and performance.

3 Oil changes a year for 5 year @ $45 an oil change is $675

Synthetic Blend $299 Full Synthetic $499
The Lifetime Maintenance Club Benefits:
 Free oil and filter changes using top-tier, OEM quality parts on your
vehicle at our recommended service intervals. Synthetic Blend 5,000
miles, 7,500 miles
 Free Vehicle safety and maintenance inspection.
 Maintenance service reminders and scheduling when leaving.
 Package based on national annual average of 15,000 miles
 5% discount on all mechanical repairs performed
 10% discount on all scheduled maintenance performed
 $100 off any other vehicle signed up on Lifetime Maintenance program
 $99 transfer fee when you replace the vehicle
 No ongoing fees once purchased
 Note: Commercial, fleet and Diesel Vehicles are not eligible. No other discounts or
coupons can be used. (up to 3 Synthetic blend and 2 Full Synthetic Per Year
Maximum.)

How it benefits you….
How? We will provide a regular schedule of oil changes for your vehicle with friendly
reminders and we can schedule you next one before you leave.

Why? So that you can have the peace of mind, knowing your vehicle will be inspected and
maintained by qualified technicians on a regular basis.
Regular oil changes help keep your vehicle running smoothly and could increase the resale
value of your vehicle. We also report to Car fax which puts even more value into your resale.
With the Lifetime Oil Change Plan, now it’s easy to stay on track in caring for your vehicle,
protecting the value of your investment and giving you reliable transportation.
Protects you against inflation and increasing oil and part prices.

Under the Lifetime Oil Change Plan, you will receive the following
service and benefits:












We use a high-quality oil and oil filters
Lifetime oil changes at our suggested service intervals (syn. Blend 5000/syn. 7500)
Free safety and Maintenance inspection
Free fluid top off
Maintenance and Repair Records
3 synthetic blend or 2 full synthetic oil changes a year.
5% discount on all mechanical repairs
10% off all scheduled maintenance performed
$100 off any other vehicles you sign up on the program
$99 transfer fee when you replace the vehicle
No ongoing fees once purchased

How the plan works: We will send you a periodic friendly reminders of oil service due
on your vehicle. Since some people drive more than others, we will provide a personalized
schedule of service reminders customized to your contact preference once we have a history of
your typical mileage use.
Program can be cancelled by either party-the savings and services you receive at retail will be
deducted from the regular cost and the difference will be refunded.

Why is Mad Hatter offering such a great deal? Open advertising can
get very expensive; we would rather pass the saving on to you!!!

